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YET822B
3 channels wireless receiver
一、Summery
YET822B (3 channels wireless receiver), by the three relay control output 3 channels 220V AC
signal, the equipment to control the motor to achieve the positive, reverse or switch on and off
conversion and a variety of special control procedures The request. Mainly used in electric doors,
windows, lifting equipment, gates, lifts, industrial control and security industries and other fields. The
wireless receiver, with high confidentiality, large storage capacity, stable performance, low power
consumption characteristics, and easy to use, without the use of traditional jumper or DIP switch
coding, just the remote control of the wireless signal The receiving controller to receive and store,
you can achieve supporting the use. If the learning remote control is lost during use, it is only
necessary to clear the information stored in the receiving controller. The lost remote controller will
not be able to remotely control the receiving controller. To re-obtain the right to use, Re-learn once
before use.

二、Methods & steps for learning and code elimination
Pressed the button on the receiver，release the button when the LED blinked，The recevier into
the learning state (at this time the LED goes out), and then press button of the remote control, when
you see the receiver's LED light blink 5 times after the extinguished, that has been successful. You
can learn up to 30 remote control buttons of this type.

If the remote control is lost, want to make all the remote control failure, should press the button
(more than 8S), until the LED lights off, the receiver will automatically clear the contents of the
memory inside. To re-use, just learn again.

三、Main technical parameters
1、working voltage：AC220V 50HZ

2、Static power consumption：≤1W

3、Working temperature：-40℃ - +80℃

4、Receiving sensitivity：≥-105dBm

5、Working frequency：315MHz、433MHz (option）
6、touching current：≤10A
7、remote control capacity：30（learning code ）
8、Dimension ：87.5mm*76mm*28mm
9、control model：Jogging

四、Wiring Diagram
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AC1 ： 220V Power
input 1
AC2 ： 220V Power
input 2
CH1-A：First output A
CH1-B：First output B
CH2-A：Second output
A
CH2-B：Second output
B
CH3-A：Third output A
CH3-B：Third output B
LED ： Learning /
elimination indicator
LEARN ： learning
button

